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Upon hearing this, she knew that Daniel must have been tricked by Shen Qinglan without explanation, 

but rather nodded in coordination, 

 

"Well, leave in a few days." 

 

"Will you come back?" Daniel asked, with a trace of anticipation in his eyes. 

 

Jin Enxi's eyes flickered, seeming to understand something, and amused him, "Do you want me to come 

back?" 

 

Daniel was able to speak up, and was asked by Jin Enxi so that he suddenly froze in place, slightly 

squinting, avoiding Jin Enxi's straight eyes, "We are friends, I naturally hope you can come back and have 

a look." 

 

 

Jin Enxi let out a long tail, "Oh, it turned out to be just a friend, this is unclear. My life is loose, I like 

freedom, maybe I will come back, maybe I will watch it while traveling around the world. I settled there 

when I liked it." 

 

 

Daniel's eyes dimmed instantly, "Are you going to travel around the world?" 

 

 

"Ang, I was here when Qinglan was here, and I haven't been to Country Z. I came here this time. Now 

that I see Qinglan being happy, I feel relieved. I naturally want to continue traveling." Jin Enxi The words 

were half-truths, but in this way, Daniel believed. 

 

 

His eyes were a little lost, and the smile on his face was a little reluctant. "Then I will invite you to dinner 

today, it's like seeing you off." 

 

"Okay." Jin Enxi agreed, seeing that this man really believed what he said. He was funny, but he didn't 

say that he was just joking with him. 

 

 

After eating, Daniel did not send Jin Enxi home, but suggested to go to the bar again. 

 



Jin Enxi did not have any objections, they went directly to the charm. 

 

Jin Enxi looked at the shameless direction and dragged Daniel into the dance floor. 

 

 

"I can't dance." Daniel shouted loudly, but the music was so loud that Jin Enxi didn't hear clearly, "What 

are you talking about?" 

 

Daniel said it again, and Jin Enxi stood on her feet and said in Daniel's ear, "It's okay, I will teach you." 

 

She took Daniel's hand and jumped with him. 

 

Daniel can dance ballroom dance, but for the first time for the hot dance, looking at the bright smile on 

Jin Enxi's face, he suddenly stopped Jin Enxi's waist and bowed her head in her ears, "Can you please 

leave, stay ." 

 

Jin Enxi looked stunned, looking at him, Daniel looked at her seriously, the music was in the ears, and 

the young men and women dancing their bodies frantically, but all of this gradually disappeared in 

Daniel’s eyes, his eyes Only Jin Enxi was alone. 

 

 

"Jin Enxi, I said I like you, can you not leave, and stay to be my girlfriend." 

 

The world seemed to stand still for an instant, and Jin En looked at Daniel with open and closed mouth. 

 

After Daniel said it, he kept looking at Jin Enxi nervously. When Jin Enxi didn't respond, his heart was 

cold, and the light in his eyes instantly disappeared. 

 

Jin Enxi took Daniel's hand, took him out of the dance floor, and walked out of the bar directly into the 

hallway. She pressed Daniel against the wall. She was a little shorter than Daniel and still had a loli face, 

but It seems that Daniel is the one with the white bully. 

 

"Daniel, what did you just say?" 

 

I just had the courage to say it, but now let him say it again. Instead, he said it. Jin Enxi looked at him 

calmly, "Is it true that you said you liked me?" 

 

Her hands rested on both sides of Daniel's body, surrounding him between herself and the wall. 

 

Daniel's eyes flickered and he dared not look at Jin Enxi. 

 

Jin Enxi waited for a while and shrugged when he didn’t speak, "Well, it seems that I misunderstood, 

sorry." 



 

Turning about to leave, Daniel took her hand, "Jin Enxi, I like you, seriously." 

 

Jin Enxi turned around, stepped and looked at him seriously, "You should know that I am not an ordinary 

person." 

 

Daniel nodded, knowing that Jin Enxi's identity was definitely not simple since Yu Ye met bloody Jin Enxi. 

 

"You want to be with me?" Jin Enxi asked. 

 

Daniel nodded again. 

 

"Are you afraid of being in trouble with me?" 

 

Daniel chuckled, "If I'm afraid, I won't tell you, Jin Enxi, would you like to be with me?" 

 

Jin Enxi just wanted to speak. Afterglow, he saw a figure in the corner of his eyes, and suddenly looked 

away. He suddenly pushed away Daniel's hand and said, "This matter will be changed again. I have 

something to do today. You go back first." 

 

With that, Jin Enxi ran away, and Daniel caught up, but only a few steps later, he lost Jin Enxi's trail. 

 

The person Jin Enxi just saw was a promise, but he just chased it out, but found that the promise was 

gone.She stomped her feet resentfully, and turned around twice more, but still didn't see it, so she 

turned back to the bar to find Daniel. 

 

Daniel was losing spirits, and saw Jin Enxi coming back. When he saw her, his eyes lit up first, and then 

walked over, "Have you just happened?" 

 

Jin Enxi shook his head, "It's okay, I thought I saw a friend, and then I found it wrong." 

 

Daniel didn't care, just looked at her fixedly, "You haven't answered my question just now." 

 

Jin Enxi looked at him suspiciously, and then finally remembered the question that he had forgotten. He 

looked at Daniel with a smile. "Really want to be with me? Even if I encounter danger in the future, 

maybe I will be together even if I lose my life?" 

 

Daniel looked serious and said very seriously, "Yes." 

 

"Well, then you should be my boyfriend." Jin Enxi said with a big wave of pride, and then kissed gently 

on Daniel's lips, "The seal has been sealed, and you will be mine in the future If you dare to treat me 

badly..." She raised her fist and waved in front of Daniel. "Hum." 

 

Daniel was still immersed in the kiss just now, a little unresponsive, Jin Enxi waved his hand, "Hey, I said 



are you listening to me?" 

 

"Yes, I promise to be good to you in the future. If it's not good for you, you will hit me hard, anyway, I 

can't beat you." 

 

After hearing this, Jin Enxi laughed loudly. She reached out and wanted to hold Daniel's shoulders, but 

found that she could not hold her height, so she took his hand instead, "Then let's go home, boyfriend." 

 

Daniel looked at their hands with their fingers together, his eyes narrowed with a smile. 

 

Jin Enxi glanced at him and said in disgust, "Don't laugh, it's really stupid." His eyes were full of smiles. 

 

** 

 

In an apartment in the capital, he promised to get rid of Jin Enxi and arrived here. The woman was 

already waiting for her in the room. He promised to see the woman and called out "Mom." 

 

The woman yelled and looked very weak, "Why didn't you come back so late?" 

 

"I was discovered by Jin Enxi when I came back, and it took a little time to get rid of her." Promise said 

very honestly. 

 

She promised to return to the capital with Allen only yesterday. Today, she was called back by a woman 

on the phone, saying that she was asked to help her. She finally found an opportunity to leave today. 

 

The woman had a cigarette in her hand and her eyes fell on the promised body with a chill, "It takes so 

long for such a small thing, what else can I expect from you?" 

 

She promised to squint her eyes without saying a word, she had long been accustomed to women's 

attitude. 

 

"You have been with Allen for so long, do you know a jade pendant on him?" 

 

"I know." The jade piece Allen had been carrying with her. She often saw him playing with it in her hand, 

thinking it was his beloved thing. 

 

The woman spit out a smoke ring and spoke casually, "Find a way to bring me that piece of jade." 

 

"I can't do it." It was Allen's possession, how could she get it. 

 

The woman glanced at her lightly, "Can you do anything else?" 

 

The promise was silent, and the woman sneered, "Promise, do you know who the piece of jade is?" 

 



Promise looked up at her, but a woman's mouth spit out a name, and promised her eyes slightly 

changed. 

 

The woman continued to say, "Do you know what the biggest gap between you and her is? She never 

said in front of Allen." 

 

Promise a cold face, didn't hear the woman's back, she heard the woman say that Yu Pei is Shen 

Qinglan, "I know, I will find a way to get that piece of jade, but it's just a piece of jade, you get it again 

What is the use?" 

 

The woman gave her a cold look. "This is not what you should know. You just have to do what I have 

told you. And, what does Allen want to do in Beijing this time?" 

 

Promise didn't speak with a cold face. Although she returned to Allen's side now, Allen didn't trust her at 

all and he wouldn't tell her many things. 

 

The woman seemed to think of this too and waved her hand."Forget it, it's a blank question to ask you, 

it's useless even a man can't get it for such a long time. Let's go back quickly, lest Allen doubt." 

 

Promising no one hesitated, turned around and came out of the apartment. 

 

When the woman saw the promise go, she spit out a few more eyes, not knowing what she thought of, 

and her eyes were filled with coldness. She took out her mobile phone and called King. 

 

"You dare to call me." King was not angry when he heard the woman's voice. 

 

King also knew that someone on the road was paying a high price to buy his own life, and he was always 

investigating who did it, but when he checked it, he found Mrs. King's head. 

 

The woman froze for a moment, and she didn't seem to understand why King was so angry. "King, I 

know you have encountered a little trouble recently, but I never offended." 

 

King sneered, "Mrs. Jin, I also want to know, we are partners in the end, what's the matter with stabbing 

in your back?" 

 

The more Mrs. Jin was confused, "King, what happened? Did you misunderstand me?" 

 

"I also hope it was a misunderstanding." King gritted his teeth, apparently short of breath. 

 

Digression 

 

"The cat is driving to bed," Gu Nanxi wrote: Is this rebirth scumbag?To be precise, this is the pet cat's 

daily routine of the black-bellied female country teacher, and it is the warm-up history of the king of the 

North Beast. 



 

It is rumored that the young female teacher of the National Liang Dynasty, Xiao Jingsi, was a young 

assistant. He never died or was injured. He was good at pouring Gu's art, but he loved a miserable cat 

called Xinghua. 

 

The master of the National Teacher's College said to Xinghua: "You are really warm, and will you warm 

me in the future?" 

 

Later, Xinghua became a beautiful man: "Alu, it's spring, I... I feel uncomfortable." 
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Mrs. Jin's heart sank, "King, speak straight, don't turn around." 

 

"I also want to know what you mean, Mrs. Jin. People are paying to buy my life. Are you calling to show 

off? Do you think I really dare not move you?" 

 

Mrs. Jin's complexion changed slightly, "King, do you think I did this?" 

 

"Isn't it who you are?" King hated, he originally thought he was the enemy, but when he checked, he 

turned out to be his partner. If not, many people outside are looking for him now. The account is settled. 

 

 

"King, you have been trapped by someone else. This is not something I did. We have worked together 

for so many years and you should know me." 

 

 

"I haven't even seen your face. I dare not say that I know you." King said coldly. His cooperation with 

Mrs. Jin has always been on the phone. For so many years, he has even Mrs. Jin's clothes corner Never 

seen it."The only thing I know about your cooperation with you is that you are telling me this is not 

yours. Someone wronged you. Are you treating me as a three-year-old child?" 

 

 

Mrs. Jin didn’t understand that she was counted, but her cooperation with King was secretly secret. No 

one but them themselves knew that it was indeed far-fetched to say that being stolen was no, no, no, 

Mrs. Jin’s eyes Turn, think of a person, if it is him, then this matter becomes possible. 

 

 

Mrs. Jin explained to King for a long time, and finally made things clear, and calmed King's emotions. It 

was already half an hour later. 



 

 

"Since you said that you didn't do this, you must know the identity of this person, who do you say this 

person is?" 

 

Mrs. Jin said without hesitation, "I don't know who this person is, but I guess it should be Ryan, don't 

forget, last time you retaliated against Ryan, almost killed his life, and made people lose their left arm 

and right arm. It’s a normal thing for people to pay for revenge." 

 

 

Mrs. King analyzed King’s probabilities and motivations for Ryan’s hands, and it sounded very 

reasonable. King seemed to be persuaded, “This old bastard, wants to kill me, to see how I clean up him, 

but I want to see. My life is still his life." After that, King hung up without waiting for Mrs. Jin to speak. 

 

Mrs. Jin reacted, and explained to King for a long time. She didn't say what she wanted to say. 

 

 

King hung up the phone and looked unpredictable, "Boss, do you really think that Ryan did this? Can 

Mrs. King's words be believed?" the people around asked. 

 

King sneered, "This woman has a heartfelt heart. She can only believe three points in her words. Even if 

she didn't do it, she should know who did it." 

 

The people around him nodded in agreement. He was one of King's most trusted people. Even for him, it 

was only during this time that King mentioned Mrs. Jin. 

 

"Boss, who is this lady Mrs. Jin, even if you haven't seen her true face?" 

 

King's expression was indistinguishable, "There are several forces standing behind this Mrs. Jin, even the 

Yamaguchi group of R country has friendship with her, but who she is, what she looks like, how old she 

is, no one knows. " 

 

In this way, it is really mysterious. 

 

Mrs. King had already guessed who the person was pouring dirty water on her. It was the only one who 

knew her identity and King's relationship. She directly called Allen, but Allen didn't answer. 

 

Mrs. King refused to give up, and after hitting three Allen in a row, she finally picked up. Listening to 

Allen's casual tone, Mrs. Jin felt a anger rising in her heart. 

 

"You paid for King's life, and did you do the thing that was stolen on my head?" Mrs. Jin didn't want to 

talk nonsense to him, she just opened the door. 

 



"It's me." Allen admitted without hesitation. 

 

Mrs. Jin gritted her teeth, "Allen, I was once your father's wife and your stepmother, as well as a man on 

a boat. Do you treat me like this, and are you worthy of your dead father?" 

 

Alan sneered, "NONONO, let me correct it. You remarried after my father died. You are not my 

stepmother. Let me think about how many men you married. One, two, three... ...Alas, there are too 

many to count. 

 

Mrs. Jin's face was very dark, "Alan, don't overdo it." 

 

"This sentence is exactly what I want to say to you. I am not interested in how many men you have been 

with, but if you move Shen Qinglan, I will let you die without a burial place. I know that the latest thing is 

you I’ve advised you to stop it right away, otherwise the people in that way will soon know what kind of 

woman Mrs. King is. 

 

"Allen, I'm helping you. Haven't you always wanted to get Shen Qinglan, but now she is not only 

marrying another man, but also about to have children for another man, do you bear to watch? " 

 

Allen's expression changed, "This is my business, it has nothing to do with you. I can grab my woman 

back. If you dare to touch Shen Qinglan's hair, you can't say, I'm going to ask Mrs. Jin to try the cage 

Taste it." 

 

"you dare." 

 

Allen chuckled, hoarsely horrible but cold."You know I dare." 

 

Mrs. Jin dared not say anything, "OK, I know." 

 

Hanging up the phone, Mrs. Jin directly shattered her phone, her face was so angry.But there is no way 

to take Allen. Allen is the man’s son, the only thing the man has left in the world. She doesn’t want or 

can’t do anything to Allen, and even hides the past for Allen. 

 

************** 

 

Early in the morning, Shen Qinglan received a call from Jin Enxi, "An, telling you a very interesting thing, 

you will definitely be interested." 

 

Shen Qinglan's sleepy eyes were so sleepy. She was sleepy for a long time and was disturbed by sleep. 

Although she didn't get up, she didn't have much interest in the interesting things in Jin Enxi's mouth. 

 

Jin Enxi was so excited that she didn’t even fall asleep in Shen Qinglan’s tone, and said, “I was 

investigating Mrs. Jin. Wasn’t it discovered and then blocked, and I couldn’t find her information? I’ll just 

release the task. The matter pushed her head, and it is estimated that when King finds that the person 



behind her is her, his expression must be very exciting." 

 

"That's what you're talking about?" Shen Qinglan asked back, his tone weak. 

 

Jin Enxi wondered, "Isn't this a funny thing? I got the news today. King seems to be at Mrs. Chakin's 

location. I guess these two are going to make trouble. Dogs bite dogs, how beautiful they are." 

 

Shen Qinglan was awake and said, "If you can't make trouble, if Mrs. Jin is so easy to deal with, then she 

is not Mrs. Jin." So many years ago, even a well-informed person like Jin Enxi did not know there was 

such a person on the Tao. People, it can be seen that Mrs. Jin is capable, and if such a thing would make 

her ugly, then Shen Qinglan had to doubt whether Mrs. Jin was a real person. 

 

"It's hard to live in vain?" Jin Enxi was a little unwilling. 

 

"No, this time it is considered to have pushed Mrs. Jin out of the water. If she counterattacked, we 

would just look at her strength." This made a lot of sense, and Jin Enxi became interested at once. 

 

"Okay, I will pay close attention to it, and I would like to see where this lady Madam is." 

 

After Jin Enxi finished talking, he realized afterwards that it was Shen Qinglan's sleep time. 

 

"That Qinglan, you go to bed first, I hang up." 

 

Shen Qinglan is indeed still sleepy. She put her cell phone close and closed her eyes to go to sleep. She 

slept very much for the painting requested by Daniel last night. With pregnancy, she is still confused. 

 

When Daniel came over, Shen Qinglan hadn't gotten up yet. Fu Jingting rarely went to the hospital at 

home today. When he saw guests at home, he sat down to entertain Daniel. 

 

When Shen Qinglan came down from the upper floor, Fu Jingting and Daniel had a very pleasant 

conversation. Shen Qinglan saw Daniel, a little strange, "Daniel, why are you here?" 

 

Daniel was speechless."Yesterday you called me by yourself, did you forget?" 

 

In this way, Shen Qinglan remembered it. She did call Daniel. "Sorry, I have a bad memory recently." 

After she became pregnant, the whole person was confused and often forgot things. 

 

When Fu Jingting saw Shen Qinglan coming, she left, and she had to go to the hospital to take care of Gu 

Bowen. 

 

"I have finished painting, you take it." 

 

When Daniel heard it, he was immediately happy, and followed Shen Qinglan into the studio. "It's not 

bad. This picture is exactly what I want. Qinglan, we are getting more and more in harmony. I believe 



this exhibition should be It will attract a lot of people to visit.” Although it is Shen Qinglan’s solo 

exhibition, the scale is not large, but Daniel believes that many people in the industry will participate in 

this exhibition. 

 

"You can handle these things, but I will not attend the opening ceremony of the exhibition." 

 

"Yes, you have a good home care." Daniel agreed. He was admiring Shen Qinglan's paintings. Suddenly 

he noticed Shen Qinglan's gaze, and looked at Shen Qinglan's eyes, Daniel looked at her strangely, 

"Qinglan, What do I look at this way?" 

 

"How are you and Enxi?" 

 

Daniel looked a little uncomfortable, "What's the matter, we are very good." 

 

we?Shen Qinglan understood. 

 

After Daniel left, Shen Qinglan called Jin Enxi, "En Xi, how did you think about the plan I said?" 

 

Digression 

 

Recommend a friend Wenwen: "Don't Addiction: President Mei Fox's Heart" 

 

Author: Yela mood 

 

When I woke up, a white fox appeared next to me. Mo Ziyi touched it all over, but I didn't know it was a 

man! 

 

Since then, she has been crowned with the honorary title of "Sex Girl", and has also begun to fall into his 

design. 

 

She is Mo Ziyi, cunning and joyous, her biggest hobby is making money, a real money fan. 

 

He is Chu Junmo, a nine-tailed demon fox, and the most noble king of the demon clan. 

 

He had fallen into a devil for her, ruined the world, bloodthirsty crazy. 

 

For her again, he gave up the throne, abandoned the demon body, washed the bones, and flew into a 

fairy. 

 

Faced with his constant pursuit, she finally couldn't help shouting, "Let me go!" 

 

Chu Jun Mo was stunned, and then a perfect arc was raised in the corner of his mouth, "It's too late, you 

touched me all the time, and naturally you are responsible for me." 



 

Mo Zi suddenly had a black line, "..." 
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Jin Enxi at the end of the phone was silent, and it took a while to speak. "Ann, I can cooperate with your 

plan, but bait me to be." She can't take Shen Qinglan's life safety to take risks. 

 

"En Xi, this matter can only come by me in person. People are targeting me. If I don't show up, do you 

think that group of people will show up?" 

 

Of course Jin Enxi understands what Shen Qinglan said, "But Ann, your body can't take risks now." 

 

Shen Qinglan sighed, "En Xi, you should believe me and you." 

 

 

Jin Enxi hesitated for a while and gritted his teeth, saying, "Yes, I'm out, you can rest assured that even if 

you are desperate, I won't hurt you." 

 

 

Shen Qinglan crossed a warm stream in her heart and teased her, "I dare not let you have something. If 

you have something, Daniel will not desperately want me." 

 

Jin Enxi, "You know." 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled, "Enxi, Daniel is very good, I believe you will be happy." 

 

Jin Enxi's eyes were full of smiles and nodded. "Well, Qinglan, I also believe that I will be happy, as happy 

as you are." 

 

** 

 

The next day, Shen Qinglan planned to go out after getting up and saw Grandpa Fu who was practicing 

Tai Chi in the courtyard. "Grandpa, I have something to go out." 

 

Master Fu stopped his movements and looked at Shen Qinglan's gaze. "Yes, do you want the driver at 

home to send you?" 

 

 

"No, grandpa, I went out to have a meal with my friends, and I won't come back at noon." 



 

"Come on, be careful on the road," said Mr. Fu. He never restricted Shen Qinglan's freedom, even after 

Shen Qinglan became pregnant. 

 

 

Shen Qinglan drove an SUV today with high safety performance. When the car left the compound, Shen 

Qinglan saw a black car parked on the corner of the street. That was Jin Enxi's car. 

 

 

Jin Enxi saw Shen Qinglan coming out and followed her far away, always paying attention to the 

movements around her, but did not know whether the person behind was too careful or no one was 

staring at all today, Shen Qinglan dangling on the street I didn't see the little tail behind me for a long 

time. 

 

"Ann, are we guessing wrong?" Jin Enxi said. 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't think so. It could only be said that the people behind were very careful. The first day 

he returned without success. On the next day, Shen Qinglan called Yu Xiaoxuan directly and asked her to 

go shopping. 

 

Due to the previous intimidation incidents, Yu Xiaoxuan also frequently searched recently, because 

some of her fans suspected that Su Lingqian, and a group of people went to Hei Suling, Su Ling naturally 

did not do, ignoring Xiao Xuan’s Apologize and sneer at Xiao Xuan on Weibo. 

 

 

At the beginning, Yu Xiaoxuan was tolerant. Where can he bear it after two or three times? Naturally, he 

wanted to be open. The fans of the two were naturally unable to show weakness. For a time, the torture 

drama about the two on Weibo was staged every day. . 

 

"Qing Lan, you said that this Su Ling is sick, I said humility from the beginning, and the result is like a 

mad dog, biting me and not letting go." Yu Xiaoxuan saw Shen Qinglan and said bitterly. 

 

 

At the beginning, because of the behavior of the fans, Yu Xiaoxuan stood up and apologized for his fans. 

If you change a person, this matter will end here. After all, it is just a misunderstanding, but Su Ling bit 

this one. The matter is not recalcitrant to Xiaoxuan, ironically she relied on Han Yi to be high, in order to 

be red, betrayed her body, what she said was hard to hear, although she did not name her surname, 

everyone knows that the person she said is Yu Xiaoxuan . 

 

"You can understand that she is jealous of you." Shen Qinglan comforted her. 

 

Su Ling was really jealous of Yu Xiaoxuan. At first, she took the initiative to hook up Han Yi, was 



refrigerated by Han Yi, and was bullied by Yu Xiaoxuan. She already had a anger in her heart. After 

leaving Shengxuan, the development was not smooth, although The company has been praising her, but 

that's what she bought in exchange for her. Naturally, Yu Xiaoxuan, who has always been in abundance, 

is naturally resentful, but he just couldn't find a chance.This time Yu Xiaoxuan's fans took the initiative to 

find trouble, which is not a good opportunity for her. 

 

"I'm not angry now, I just treat her as jealous of me, hum." Yu Xiaoxuan shook his head very proudly, 

Shen Qinglan was funny. 

 

After shopping with Yu Xiaoxuan for one morning, Shen Qinglan found a store to go in and eat 

something. She just walked to the door of the store. Her eyes were on the glass at the door of the store, 

her mouth lightly hooked. 

 

After eating, Shen Qinglan and Yu Xiaoxuan walked out of the mall, holding a few bags in hand, 

"Xiaoxuan, I'll take you back." Yu Xiaoxuan came by taxi today. 

 

"Okay, but let me drive." 

 

"No, I'll come." Shen Qinglan turned around and Yu Xiaoxuan sat in the co-pilot. 

 

The car drove out for a while, and Shen Qinglan saw the car following him from the rearview mirror, and 

a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

 

Yesterday, she and Jin Enxi spent a long time outside, but this person didn't show up. Today, she asked 

Yu Xiaoxuan to come out, and this person came out. She has reason to believe that this person's recent 

goal is Yu Xiaoxuan. Opportunity. 

 

"Xiao Xuan, in addition to being intimidated, have any strange things happened recently?" Shen Qinglan 

asked. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan thought about it and shook his head, "No, did something happen?" 

 

"No, just ask." Shen Qinglan's eyes stayed in the rearview mirror for a while, and found that Jin Enxi's car 

was not far away, sandwiching the tracking vehicle between the two, and the coolness in his eyes 

became more obvious. 

 

I chatted with Yu Xiaoxuan one sentence after another. 

 

"Eh, Qinglan, where are we going?" Yu Xiaoxuan found that this was not the way to her company and 

asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan motioned to Yu Xiaoxuan to look in the rearview mirror, but Yu Xiaoxuan did not find any 

abnormalities. 

 



"The white car behind us has followed us since we left the restaurant." Shen Qinglan directly pointed 

out. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's face changed, "Qinglan, do you mean we were followed?" 

 

"Well, are you afraid?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan clutched the seat belt in her hand, and when she heard this, she nodded honestly, she was 

afraid. 

 

"Then do you believe me?" Shen Qinglan asked again. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded without hesitation, Shen Qinglan was the person she believed most in this world, 

and even Han Yi couldn't compare. 

 

"Then don't think about anything, if you are afraid, you close your eyes, I won't let you have an 

accident." Shen Qinglan said, although the tone was plain, but with the power to convince Yu Xiaoxuan. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan did not close his eyes and wanted to turn his head to look back. Shen Qinglan reminded, "I 

need to lead the other party to a place with few people now. You should not look back and cause the 

other party to be alert." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan immediately sat honestly. Although she was curious about the car behind her, she 

obediently did not look at it. She looked sideways at Shen Qinglan, "Qinglan, you just asked me if 

anything happened recently, is it right? Do you suspect that the intimidating thing was done by the 

person who followed you?" 

 

Shen Qinglan did not conceal her, "This is just my suspicion. Some time ago my uncle had a traffic 

accident. I suspect that the same person was watching. The person they were targeting might be me. 

Xiao Xuan, I seem to bring you again Come trouble." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan shook his head, "Qinglan, don't say that, I have never blamed you. You are my best friend 

and one of the closest people in this world. Happy, haha." 

 

She was amused by her words and couldn't help laughing. 

 

Shen Qinglan's mouth twitched, "Relax, I won't let you do anything, there is Enxi behind us." 

 

"Qinglan, don't we call the police?" 

 

Shen Qinglan didn’t think about calling the police, but the police’s movements were too great, and she 

might be shocked. If the people behind knew she was alert, she would never show up again. Instead, she 

would leave troubles instead of burying one beside her. Do not know when the time bomb will explode, 

Shen Qinglan would rather choose to solve the other party now. 



 

The direction of the car is in the suburbs. Shen Qinglan's speed is very slow along the way, and the roads 

in the urban area are all vehicles. 

 

The other party acted cautiously and kept a distance of two or three cars with Shen Qinglan. 

 

Seeing that it was almost out of the city, the other party still had no movement, and Yu Xiaoxuan was no 

longer nervous, but looked at the rearview mirror curiously, "This person is really strange, just follow us 

and do nothing. It doesn’t seem to be surveillance. What do you want to do?" 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced behind him, thinking about it, speeding up the car, the other party saw the speed, 

and also accelerated the speed, even when Shen Qinglan slowed down did not mean to slow down, 

Shen Qinglan understood that the other party wanted to start Too. 

 

"Xiao Xuan, hold tight." Shen Qinglan said to Xiao Xuan, stepped on the accelerator, and the car flew out 

instantly. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan screamed unexpectedly, firmly grasping the armrest of the roof, and closed his eyes tightly. 

 

Following the vehicle, she saw that Shen Qinglan speeded up abruptly, and she quickly caught up with 

the acceleration. The two cars rushed on the road in tandem. Shen Qinglan looked faintly, and he 

controlled the steering wheel with ease, and kept the other side. Far and near distance. 

 

The car drove out of the suburbs, and the other party seemed to have seen Shen Qinglan's intention to 

turn around in a certain corner, but was blocked by Jin Enxi who had been following him. 

 

The other party couldn't, he felt cruel, stepped on the accelerator pedal, and rammed towards Shen 

Qinglan's car. Yu Xiaoxuan saw this scene with his eyes open. His eyes widened in shock, but he covered 

it with his hand. Your own mouth prevents you from crying out. 

 

Shen Qinglan's face was cold, and he hit the steering wheel with his backhand. The car brushed over the 

other's body to avoid the other's attack. 

 

When the other party couldn't make a hit, he adjusted his direction again and rushed towards Shen 

Qinglan. Only this time, before his car hit Shen Qinglan, Jin Enxi had already bitten the other party's tail. 

 

The two cars made a violent impact and was shocked by Xiao Xuan's complexion. 

 

Digression 

 

It’s too late to check the typos in the burst chapters. What do you think? 
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Both Jin Enxi's car and the other's car hit the roadside guardrail. Fortunately, this was on the suburban 

road. There were not many pedestrians and vehicles. Otherwise, it must have been a serious traffic 

accident. 

 

Shen Qinglan heard the car aside, "Xiao Xuan, don't get off when you stay here." Then she opened the 

door and went down. 

 

Jin Enxi also got off the car, Shen Qinglan glanced at her, "Are you all right?" 

 

Jin Enxi shook his head and walked with Shen Qinglan in front of the tracking vehicle. The driver seated a 

man in black, lying on the steering wheel, unable to see his face. 

 

 

Jin Enxi opened the car door and tore off the other party very rudely. Shen Qinglan clearly saw the other 

person's face, and a glimmer of light flashed in her eyes. She thought about many people, but missed 

the one in front of her. 

 

"Ann, do you know this person?" Jin Enxi asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Well, he is Lin Hao, the son of the former chairman of the Lin Group." 

 

Jin Enxi is very new to this name. Even if he heard Shen Qinglan say the identity of the other party, he 

did not have the slightest impression, "Do you have a holiday with him?" 

 

 

Speaking of Lin Hao, Shen Qinglan had more holidays with him, not to mention the previous ones, but to 

say that it was recently. When Lin Hao graduated for dinner, Lin Hao asked Shen Qinglan for trouble at 

the bar. Shen Qinglan called Shen Junyu. It was originally intended that Shen Junyu would submit Lin 

Hao's other evidence to the police, so that Lin Hao could not get in and out completely. Who knew that 

Shen Junyu had even joined Gu's group and directly acquired Lin's group. 

 

 

After all, the Lin Group is a large enterprise, and it is comparable to the Gu Family. Although the Lin 

Group’s assets have shrunk severely because of Lin Hao, it is not a Gu family that can be swallowed, but 

if you add the Junlan Group, it will not In the same way, Lin Group was forced to declare bankruptcy 

within a week. 

 

 

Shen Junyu handed over Lin Hao’s criminal evidence to the police after the Lin Group finished, but the 

Lin family seemed to have received the information in advance. When the police arrived, Lin Hao had 

already run away, and the police had not found it for a long time. 



 

 

Jin Enxi looked at Lin Hao silently, but did not expect to be a fugitive, "An, shall we hand him over to the 

police directly?" 

 

"No, Lin Hao's mind can't do such a meticulous thing, there should be people behind him." Shen Qinglan 

said. 

 

 

Lin Hao is a typical second-generation ancestor and brother-in-law, and he is very vicious and 

overbearing. This does not seem to be Lin Hao's style of conduct. Either these things have nothing to do 

with Lin Hao, or there is still a person hidden behind Lin Hao. 

 

Jin Enxi said, "Then I will take him back first, and then I will give him to the police when I can't figure out 

what happened." 

 

 

After thinking for a while, Shen Qinglan nodded, "Take him to Shangyayuan first, I will come tomorrow." 

 

"OK." Jin Enxi promised, lifted Lin Hao's collar, dragged him like a sack to his car, and threw it directly 

into the trunk. 

 

Shen Qinglan returned to the car, and Yu Xiaoxuan immediately said, "Qinglan, who is following us?" 

 

"It's Lin Hao." Shen Qinglan spoke lightly, and Yu Xiaoxuan was no stranger to the name. After all, she 

had paid attention to Li Xitong. "It turned out to be him, but didn't the police keep looking for him again, 

how could he dare to appear in Beijing?" 

 

"Probably the most dangerous place is the safest place." Shen Qinglan said casually, and the fact is true, 

Lin Hao has been hiding in the capital for so long, and has done so many things, but the police But he 

never found him, and it was one of them that he would not stay here. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan knew that the person had been taken away by Jin Enxi and asked curiously, "Is Enxi going to 

hand him over to the police?" 

 

Shen Qinglan’s expression remained the same, “Well, I’ll take you home now, and you’ll sleep after you 

get home.” 

 

"Qinglan, did you say Lin Hao did the thing that threatened me?" 

 

"I'm not sure yet, but out of ten or nine, he's not rushing at you, he's coming at me. Now that the person 

has been caught, Enxi will hand it over to the police when he waits. This matter is over here, Take a good 

rest after you go back, don’t worry." 



 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded obediently, knowing who did it, and she was relieved in her heart too, otherwise 

the heart had been hanging there for a long time, she couldn’t keep up, she couldn’t even sleep well. 

During this time, As soon as she closed her eyes, she would dream of a car covered in red paint and the 

dead cat. 

 

Now things are falling out, and the stones in Yu Xiaoxuan's heart have fallen to the ground. After 

returning home, he took a bath and fell asleep early. He slept very sweetly, and he didn't even know 

that Han Yi came back. 

 

After Shen Qinglan returned home, she didn't talk about it to her family. Early the next morning, she 

went out and came to Shangyayuan. Jin Enxi was sitting on the sofa looking at the man on the ground 

who was tied up by five flowers. 

 

Lin Hao was already awake and trapped by Jin Enxi. He was staring at Jin Enxi. His eyes were full of 

ruthless colors. When he saw Shen Qinglan coming in, Lin Hao, who had been quiet all the time, 

struggled immediately and seemed to want to talk to Shen Qing. Lan desperately. 

 

Shen Qinglan walked over, sat down on the sofa, looked at Lin Hao coldly, reached out and took off the 

smelly socks on his mouth. 

 

Just after Lin Hao's mouth was free, he shouted at Shen Qinglan, "Shen Qinglan, you poisonous woman, 

let me go." 

 

"Yeah, the spirit is quite strong." Shen Qinglan hadn't spoken yet, and Jin Enxi didn't smile anymore. He 

squatted down with a smile on his face, but the movements in his hand were not merciless, and he 

slapped in the palm. Ho's face, "It's so stinky in the morning, didn't you brush your teeth?" The tone was 

very disgusting. 

 

Jin Enxi's strength was not small, Lin Hao was beaten and fell directly to the ground, the slap mark on his 

face was clearly visible. 

 

"Speak, who instructed you behind your back?" Shen Qinglan spoke softly. 

 

Lin Hao also wanted to break his mouth and curse. When he saw Jin Enxi on the side, he immediately 

shut up and snorted. 

 

Shen Qinglan was not in a hurry, fixedly looking at Lin Hao, stared at by Shen Qinglan's cold eyes, Lin 

Hao's eyes flashed a little fear, he hated and feared Shen Qinglan. 

 

"I don't know what you are talking about?" Lin Hao couldn't resist the pressure in Shen Qinglan's eyes 

and finally said. 

 

"Not honest." Jin Enxi reached out and patted on his half-swollen face. "Qing Lan's uncle was in a car 



accident and Yu Xiaoxuan was intimidated. He still follows us today. Don't say you didn't do these 

things." 

 

"Today I am following you, but that is because Shen Qinglan hurt me and hurt my family. I will die with 

Shen Qinglan, but the other things you said were not done by me, and I don’t know." 

 

Seeing him still refused to tell the truth, Shen Qinglan and Jin Enxi glanced at each other. Jin Enxi smiled 

cruelly, took a small saber from the table, and played with it in his hand, "I heard that there is a kind of 

torture in history called Ling Chi, That is to cut off the flesh of the person one by one until there is no 

more flesh on the person, only the heart is still beating. I have always been interested in this 

punishment, but I have no chance to practice. Now I see you..." Her eyes glowed, but Lin Hao was 

horrified. 

 

"You can't do this. It's illegal to do this. You are kidnapping and imprisonment." Lin Hao yelled. He was 

originally a dude. Even before it was horizontal, it was superficial. 

 

General Jin Enxi's knife shook in front of Lin Hao's eyes, "This knife is very sharp, I think it should be fast, 

oh, yes, I forgot to tell you, my knife is very good, and I will guarantee your skin. The size and thickness 

of the film are exactly the same, just like the artwork, how is it? I am very touched by the sound." 

 

Lin Hao's body began to sweat, coupled with the oppressive force brought by the gleaming saber in 

front of him, his body could not help but tremble slightly.There was a dull flash in Jin Enxi's eyes. This 

person was really not too scared. Thinking about the promise, it was fun to play." 

 

Lin Hao looked at Shen Qinglan, "Shen Qinglan, you are committing a crime now. I advise you to let me 

go as soon as possible. I will not tell anyone about this matter, otherwise I will tell the police and let you 

go to jail." 

 

Shen Qinglan heard the words and couldn't help laughing. "The police are now wanted everywhere. If 

you dare to go, just go." 

 

Lin Hao had several lives in his hand, and he dared to appear in front of the police. 

 

She didn't know the information before she saw it. Only after reading it did she know how awful Lin Hao 

was. At first, in order to get a girl, he gave someone a medicine and forced to insult people without 

saying it. He, the girl who killed him, jumped off the building and committed suicide; in the middle of the 

night, dragging a car and hitting a dead man to find someone to blame, compared with these, fighting 

and drinking and making trouble were all light. 

 

To put it bluntly, this Lin Hao is a scumbag. The reason why nobody knows these things is because he 

has a father who helps him. 

 

Lin Hao naturally dare not call the police now. 

 



Jin Enxi's eyes were full of disdain, and what she hated most was the second-generation ancestor like Lin 

Hao, "Let's say, these things are not done by you. If you tell the truth, you can still suffer a little. If you 

don't insist, I don't Mind try Ling Chi's sentence. By the way, don't tell me what is illegal, my sister, I'm 

not afraid, if the police know that I helped them catch the wanted criminal, maybe they will give me a 

pennant as a reward What." 

 

Lin Hao flashed a struggling look, hesitant, and Jin Enxi's saber moved on his neck. "I said, it was a man." 
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Jin Enxi stared at Lin Hao, "What man, what's his name?" 

 

"I don't know what he looks like, I only know that his name is Shi Jiangtao, and he took the initiative to 

find me and said he would help me get revenge." 

 

"Since you are a group, how can you not know what he looks like?" Jin Enxi said coldly, "I advise you to 

be honest now." 

 

"I really don't know, we always contact by phone, I give him money, he helps me do things." 

 

"Where is this person now?" Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

Lin Hao shook his head. "I don't know. I haven't been able to contact him since a few days ago. My 

phone always said it was shut down. Later, it turned out to be an empty number. If this were not the 

case, I wouldn't come in person. " 

 

It was only when Shi Jiangtao could not be reached that Lin Hao would like to do it himself. Who knows 

that it is such an inch, Shi Jiangtao has done so many times, nothing at all, even the police can’t find him, 

it’s his turn, Was caught. 

 

 

Shen Qinglan, Lin Hao's psychological activity, doesn't know. If he knows it, he will sneer. People are 

professional, are you Lin Hao? 

 

"Give me his mobile number." Jin Enxi said. 

 

"In my mobile phone, my mobile phone is in my pants pocket." Lin Hao said honestly. 

 

Jin Enxi took out his mobile phone and dialed the number that Lin Hao said. Sure enough, the prompt 

was an empty number. He silently remembered the number. Jin Enxi returned the phone to Lin Hao. 

Then, in Lin Hao’s dreadful eyes, he picked up the phone. The ashtray knocked on Lin Hao's head. 



 

 

Lin Hao was full of Venus, and he fainted as soon as his eyes were dark. 

 

 

Jin Enxi looked at Lin Hao on the ground, "Ann, do you take him to the police station now?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "What he knows is too limited, give it to the police." 

 

 

"But what if he tells us?" According to her, such a scum was directly resolved. 

 

 

"It's okay." Shen Qinglan said lightly, even if Lin Hao said it, someone should believe it. 

 

That night, a sack was thrown at the door of the police station. When the police saw it, they opened it 

and found that it was an individual or a wanted criminal. After checking the surveillance at the door, it 

was found that a man was thrown at the door of the police station, but the man’s He wore a large pair 

of sunglasses on his head and could not see his face clearly. 

 

 

The next day was the weekend. Shen Junyu rarely needed to go to work, spending time with the Fu 

family and Shen Qinglan. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at the person who was paralyzed on the sofa and looked disgusted. "Brother, don't 

you go to Sister Yaoyao on the weekend to give your diligence, what time is wasted on me?" 

 

 

Although he said this on the mouth, there was a touch of distress in the bottom of her eyes. Her brother 

was always a humble gentleman, wherever he went, he was a gesture of a noble son, and he seemed to 

be paralyzed on the sofa regardless of the image. See, I think I was tired recently. 

 

Shen Junyu glared at her, clearly writing "You hurt me", "I am here to see my little nephew, how can it 

be called a waste of time, and Xi Yao flew to the F country last night, and is now not at all Beijing." 

 

"Your little nephew is still just a soybean-sized embryo, what can you see?" 

 

"Then I can't come to see Grandpa Fu?" Shen Junyu said, glancing at Grandpa Fu sitting there drinking 

tea leisurely. Grandpa heard this and laughed, "Welcome welcome, when will you come to me?" 

Welcome." 

 

Shen Qinglan handed the quilt in his hand to Shen Junyu, "Anshen tea specially made for you." 



 

With a look of joy in her face, Shen Junyu sat up and took a sip of tea. "Grandpa Fu, it's not me, Lan Lan's 

tea making skills are getting better." 

 

Master Fu was very proud, "That is, you don't look at who taught her craftsmanship." 

 

The two old men are tea lovers. Shen Qinglan's tea ceremony was taught by the two old men. 

 

While talking, the doorbell rang, Aunt Zhao went to open the door, and soon Aunt Zhao appeared in the 

living room, followed by two policemen. 

 

I thought a policeman was the first to say, "Hello Mr. Fu, I'm very sorry to disturb you at the weekend, 

but we have some questions to ask Mr. Shen... Mrs. Fu." He said, glancing at Shen Qinglan. 

 

The smile on Master Fu’s face has disappeared, and even Shen Junyu has recovered his modesty and 

courteous but indifferent appearance in front of outsiders. Shen Qinglan’s expression remains 

unchanged, but his heart is clear, and he is very cooperative in opening, "I don’t know Comrade police 

came to me to ask what questions I would like to ask, and if there is anything I need to cooperate with, 

just speak." 

 

The police comrades in Beijing had a very good impression of Shen Qinglan. Not to mention the 

subduing of gangsters in shopping malls last year, they said that this year they cooperated with the 

police to solve a case of extra-large child trafficking. Although this matter was not disclosed to the 

public, the police are more or less clear. some. 

 

"Please sit down, comrades of the two policemen, Aunt Zhao, serve tea to the two." Master Fu said 

gently. 

 

Regarding Fu Jia’s gentle attitude, the two policemen gradually relaxed their feelings of uneasiness. 

“Thank you, Grandpa, we just have a few questions to ask Mrs. Fu, without delaying too long.” 

 

Old Master Fu smiled, "So sit down and talk, how tired you are standing, you have to work this weekend, 

it is also hard, drink a cup of tea first." 

 

The two policemen were very moved. This old man Fu was a famous founder and had countless military 

achievements. Now he can talk to them like Yan Yue, so they are flattered. 

 

"I don't know what the two want to know, I must cooperate." Shen Qinglan said lightly. 

 

The older policeman said, "That's it, Mrs. Fu, do you know Lin Hao, the son of the former Lin Group?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "I know, I once had a little conflict with him, but I haven't seen him in a long time, 

what happened to him?" she asked knowingly. 

 



The elder policeman explained, "Lin Hao had committed an accident some time ago and ran away. We 

have been wanting him. Someone threw him at the entrance of the police station last night. When he 

woke up, he said that Mrs. Fu had caused the arrest. He, and imprison him torture him." 

 

"Comrade police, I think you have made a mistake. My sister has been staying at home recently to raise 

a baby. How could she be instructed to do such a thing." Shen Junyu frowned, slightly dissatisfied. 

 

The young policeman said, "We also don't believe this statement. After all, Mrs. Fu is also clear to us, 

but he still needs to walk through the scenes, so Mr. Shen should not be too nervous." 

 

After hearing this, Shen Junyu smiled apologetically, "Sorry, I was just too nervous. Before this, Lin Hao 

and Lan Lan of my family had a bit of a holiday, and the mall was like a battlefield. Lin Hao definitely 

thought it was our intention. , My sister’s misunderstanding must be deep, and it’s understandable to 

say something unfounded.” 

 

"Of course, so we just came to check with Mrs. Fu, and it didn't mean anything else." The senior 

policeman had a good attitude. 

 

"Since this is the case, Qinglan girl, you talk to the two policemen, after all, this is also the job of others." 

Master Fu said gently, but the man did not leave, and did not mean to avoid taboo. 

 

The two policemen didn't mind either, and asked Shen Qinglan's itinerary over the past few days. Shen 

Qinglan said carefully. 

 

After the question was finished, the two policemen said goodbye, "Mrs. Fu, thank you very much for 

your cooperation. I am very sorry to disturb you during the weekend." 

 

Shen Qinglan slightly lifted his lips, "This is what we should do as a good citizen. Comrade police need 

not be so polite." 

 

"If there are more people like Mrs. Fu, then our job will be easier. Mrs. Fu, congratulations that you are 

about to become a mother." Shen Junyu just said that Shen Qinglan is giving birth. 

 

The smile in Shen Qinglan's eyes really cut a point, "Thank you comrade police, if there is anything we 

need to cooperate with behind, please speak. 

 

The two policemen thanked again before leaving the compound. 

 

Shen Junyu's eyes were a little deep, "Lin Hao's crazy dog is just biting people." 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled, "You all say people are mad dogs, can we still care about a mad dog?" 

 

Shen Junyu was amused by Shen Qinglan's words. 

 



Grandpa Fu knew what was going on, and he didn't care about it, but he was still a little displeased with 

the visit of the police during the weekend, "Qinglan girl, you will have peace of mind to raise your baby 

in the future, if they come back to Grandpa again." 

 

"Grandpa, it's just asking a few questions. It's nothing." Shen Qinglan didn't care at all and yawned. 

"Grandpa, brother, I'm a little sleepy. Go up and sleep for a while." 

 

Grandpa Fu smiled and waved his hand, "Go, go." 

 

Since she became pregnant, Shen Qinglan had to sleep for two hours every afternoon. If she hadn't been 

home by the police, she would have gone to rest long ago, which is one of the reasons why Master Fu 

was unhappy. 

 

"Jun Yu, you haven't played chess with Grandpa Fu for a long time, today's game?" 

 

Shen Junyu smiled gently, "Yes, but I am not your opponent, you must be merciful." 
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Two days later, the police came again, but this time they did not come to Shen Qinglan, but to Mr. Fu. 

 

"Senior man, the thing is such a thing. Lin Hao has already explained that the thing that Mr. Gu Bowen 

had in a car accident was that he spent money to make people do it." The two policemen who still came 

to the door said a little bit older. . 

 

Master Fu's face was dull and his eyes fluctuated, "You mean that car accident was not an accident at 

all?" 

 

"Yes, we are looking for this person based on Lin Hao's explanation, and we will definitely arrest the 

criminal suspect. If you have any clue, Master Fu, you can tell us." 

 

 

"Okay, it's really trouble comrade police, thank you." Master Fu said very politely. 

 

 

The police did not leave immediately, but looked at Shen Qinglan, "Lin Hao did something that your 

friend Ms. Yu Xiaoxuan was intimidated before. We will bring a lawsuit against Lin Hao in the near 

future. If you have any requirements, you can contact us." 

 

"Thank you, Comrade Police." 

 



After the police left, Mr. Fu's face was a little cold. "I really don't know how this Lin family educated the 

children. I even taught such a bastard. If my son, I don't want to break his leg." 

 

Shen Qinglan was funny, "Grandpa, what are you angry, but just an irrelevant outsider." 

 

 

When Master Fu heard this, he also felt funny. "Also, it is not worth destroying your mood for an 

outsider. Qinglan girl, are you almost three months pregnant?" 

 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Well, it will be three months soon." 

 

"Heng Yi didn't come back for so long this time. Wait for your aunt or your mother to accompany you to 

the maternity check." 

 

 

"No, Grandpa, Fu Hengyi called me last night and said that he would come back tomorrow, and let him 

accompany me when the time comes." 

 

"That's good, this bastard, knowing that his wife is pregnant and still working so hard, doesn't know how 

to be considerate to his wife. This is really empathetic. If you change your person, you might be fooling 

with him." 

 

 

Shen Qinglan chuckled, "Grandpa, Fu Hengyi's job is that interest. I have been mentally prepared since 

marrying him. He is a soldier who defends the country and makes me very proud." 

 

Old Master Fu smiled comfortably, "Hengyi is also blessed, and I married you. When Hengyi returns 

tomorrow, let Aunt Zhao follow you to the hospital, and you can take care of each other for some 

things." 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded with a smile, "Okay." 

 

Gu Bowen has been discharged from the hospital and recuperated, and Fu Jingting moved directly back 

to Gu's home, so now Fu's grandfather and Shen Qinglan are left. 

 

** 

 

Fu Hengyi came back in the afternoon of the next day. When he came back, Shen Qinglan was taking a 

nap upstairs. Fu Hengyi walked into the room lightly and looked at the person lying on the bed, 

wrapping himself into a cocoon. His eyes were full of tenderness. Smile. 

 



He gently sat down beside the bed and looked at the person who slept sweetly. The tenderness of his 

eyes seemed to be the waves, and he surrounded Shen Qinglan gently. 

 

 

The room was turned on, and Shen Qinglan's face was red, and a few strands of hair were on her face. 

Fu Hengyi reached out and pushed them aside, but did not expect to wake Shen Qinglan. 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes still had the mistiness of just waking up, and he saw the people in front of him. A 

flash of light flashed in his eyes and sat up. "Fu Hengyi, you are back." 

 

Counting them, they haven’t seen them for more than a month. Although Fu Hengyi calls her every day, 

the feeling of seeing a real person is still very different. 

 

Fu Hengyi lowered his head and gave Shen Qinglan a long kiss, telling his thoughts about her with action, 

and stopped until his body responded. His eyes fell on Shen Qinglan's stomach. This little guy, like where 

he is now, hugs his wife, can see can touch can not eat. 

 

Shen Qinglan understood his eyes and smiled innocently, "Go ahead and take a shower." 

 

Fu Hengyi glanced at his cock, but got up helplessly and walked into the bathroom, taking a cold shower 

in the winter. This taste was really enough. He secretly vowed that when the child was born, he would 

never have a second child. 

 

Taking advantage of Fu Hengyi's bathing skills, Shen Qinglan got out of bed and brought him a change of 

clothes. He waited until Fu Hengyi finished the shower before going downstairs with him. 

 

"Wait, I will hold you down." Standing on the stairs, Fu Hengyi said, and then he lifted Shen Qinglan to 

his waist, and also dangled, frowning, "Isn't it not vomiting anymore, why is it still so light, isn't it? Didn’t 

eat well?" 

 

"I'm a person who eats five or six meals a day now." Speaking of this, Shen Qinglan was also helpless. 

She obviously ate a lot, but she didn't increase her weight, and the worried Chu Yunrong was there all 

day long. To find a way to give her good food, I hope she can eat more and gain weight. 

 

Aunt Zhao saw the way of the two going downstairs and smiled with her mouth covered, "Qinglan, I 

have prepared pasta and snacks for you, and chicken soup, which one do you want to eat?" 

 

"Chicken soup, prepare a bowl of chicken noodle soup for Fu Hengyi." 

 

"Yes, you wait a while." Aunt Zhao said and turned into the kitchen. 

 

Fu Hengyi rushed from the base to his house early in the morning, and he didn't even eat lunch. At this 

time, he was really hungry. He ate a clean bowl of noodles brought by Aunt Zhao. 

 



Shen Qinglan's chicken soup hadn't been finished yet. She looked at Fu Hengyi with an innocent look. 

Without saying anything, Fu Hengyi drank the chicken soup and drank it clean. 

 

"Go out to eat?" Fu Hengyi asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, Fu Hengyi turned upstairs, and when she came down, she held a down jacket and 

a scarf. This was Shen Qinglan. 

 

The capital of Beijing in November is already a cold winter. Although it has not snowed recently, but the 

temperature is very low, Fu Hengyi wrapped Shen Qinglan into a ball to ensure that it will not be frozen 

by the cold wind. Then he took Shen Qinglan out. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at herself on the third and third floors, and then looked at Fu Hengyi's only one 

sweater and woolen coat. She was speechless. In fact, she was not so cold. 

 

"You can't catch a cold now, still wear a little more insurance." Fu Hengyi took the lead and went to the 

door. Fu Hengyi squatted down to change shoes for Shen Qinglan. Shen Qinglan looked at Fu Hengyi's 

black head and his eyes were gentle. 

 

Fu Hengyi held Shen Qinglan's hand in his palm, and then tucked it into his pocket. The two walked in 

the courtyard and walked directly to the Shen's house. 

 

"How did the cold weather come?" Chu Yunrong saw the two and hurriedly let them into the house. 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled, "Come and see mom and grandpa." 

 

"My grandfather and I are very good, no need to watch. You just came back from the army today, have 

you eaten?" 

 

"Already eaten, mom, grandpa?" 

 

"Your grandpa is in the flower room." 

 

Shen Qinglan sat down in the living room, and Fu Hengyi went out to find Mr. Shen in the flower room. 

 

"Qinglan, you are going to have a pregnancy test tomorrow, will your mother go with you?" 

 

"No mother, Fu Hengyi will accompany me." 

 

Chu Yunrong nodded, "That's fine." 

 

As I was saying, a car engine sounded in the yard, and in a few moments, the footsteps of pedaling and 

pedalling sounded, and Xiao Douding's voice appeared at the door, "Mom, hurry up." 

 



"If you want to do something so fast, you will slow down for me. If you fall, I won't care about you." Pei 

Yining said. 

 

"Mom, you are too slow, just like a tortoise, I'll leave without waiting." 

 

In a blink of an eye, Xiao Douding saw Shen Qinglan and called "Auntie", then rushed towards Shen 

Qinglan. Chu Yunrong looked at Xiao Douding with some fear, fearing that he would hit Shen Qinglan 

and was about to hold Xiao Douding At first, he stopped in front of Shen Qinglan, looked at Shen 

Qinglan's stomach, and looked like he didn't dare to step forward. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at him, "Hao Hao, what's wrong?" 

 

"Aunt, my mother said you are about to give birth to a younger brother, and I will not let you hug you, 

saying that it will crush the younger brother." 

 

After hearing this, Shen Qinglan couldn't help crying and pulling Xiao Douding into his arms and let him 

sit on his lap. "Mom tells your aunt to have a baby?" 

 

Xiao Douding nodded his head and looked away from Shen Qinglan's stomach. "Mother said that there 

is a younger brother in my aunt's stomach, but why didn't I see it?" 

 

Shen Qinglan had just been pregnant for three months, and she hadn’t shown her feelings. It was 

naturally invisible, and she said softly, "The younger brother is still young. You can see it when he grows 

up." 

 

In September, Xiao Douding started going to kindergarten, so Shen Qinglan hadn't seen him for some 

time. 

 

"Hurry down from your aunt. Your aunt is now pregnant with a baby and can't hold you anymore." Pei 

Yining came in and saw Xiao Douding crawling up to Shen Qinglan again, and said quickly. 

 

"Cousin, it doesn't matter, I can hold it." Just let Xiao Douding sit on his lap, this strength Shen Qinglan 

still has. 

 

Xiao Douding still remembers what her mother said before she left, so although she was sitting on Shen 

Qinglan’s lap, she didn’t move. She was very clever. Auntie's little baby." 

 

Shen Qinglan laughed, "The baby is still young, you can't see it, you can see it in a few months." 

 

"How long will it be in a few months?" 

 

"After the New Year," Shen Qinglan said, and her due date is at the end of April next year. 

 

Xiao Douding's disappointed expression, "It will be so long." 



 

"At that time, Haohao was four years old and he was a little man. Can he help his aunt to take care of 

her baby? Isn't that good?" 

 

Xiao Douding tilted his head and thought for a while, "It is also very good for the Chinese New Year. I can 

help my aunt take care of the baby. I have many toys that I can play with." Shen Qinglan's ear 

whispered, "I still have a lot of snacks that I can eat with my baby, but aunt, don't tell your mother, if the 

mother knows, the snacks will be gone." 

 

Shen Qinglan heard little funny, nodded, and lowered his voice, "Okay, don't tell mom." 
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Pei Yining glanced at the quirky son. He didn’t have to think about what he said. His heart was funny. At 

first, this little guy was reluctant to go to kindergarten. He said that the children there were too naive. 

He said that he didn’t listen. He was helpless. When he wanted to adopt a high-pressure policy, Jiang 

Chenxi came.I took Xiao Douding out for a day and didn't know what I said to the little guy. The next day 

the little guy volunteered to go to kindergarten. 

 

Xiao Douding adapts to the life of the kindergarten, and has developed a small problem, that is, like to 

hide snacks, and then take the snacks to the kindergarten to eat with other children. Pei Yining has 

found snacks under Xiao Douding's pillow more than once. 

 

Xiao Douding sat down on Shen Qinglan’s lap for less than ten minutes and asked to come down. He sat 

beside Shen Qinglan obediently, holding a small Rubik’s cube in his hand. This is his latest new toy, Jiang 

Chen. He bought it for him. 

 

 

After playing for a while, Xiao Douding's brow was corrected into a small wave, "Auntie, will you play 

this?" 

 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at it and took it.It was finished with a few fiddling in his hand. 

 

 

Xiao Douding looked at Shen Qinglan with admiration, "Auntie, you are really amazing. My mother did it 

for a long time yesterday, but it was stupid. You are as smart as my uncle Jiang." 

 

Pei Yining: ...I know you like your aunt, but you don’t have to belittle your mother. 



 

 

Pei Yining is very depressed, her son is white raised, and a heart is completely on others, "Qinglan, after 

the baby in your stomach is born, I will change it with you." The tone is very disgusting. 

 

 

Fu Hengyi came in just to hear this and glanced at Xiao Douding. He was very disgusted. This little guy 

was so sticky to his wife, if his son had it. 

 

Seeing Fu Hengyi, Xiao Douding called Uncle Fu, and he took the initiative to hug Fu Hengyi. Fu Hengyi 

raised his eyebrows and took Xiao Douding into his arms and sat down. Xiao Douding held Fu Hengyi's 

neck, "Uncle, I haven't seen you for a long time. ?" 

 

 

Fu Hengyi looked down at him, and Xiao Douding did not wait for Fu Hengyi to answer, and continued 

directly, "Uncle, I miss you, but only a little." 

 

Fu Hengyi softened her eyebrows. Compared with Shen Qinglan, Fu Hengyi actually liked the child a little 

bit. Of course, the premise was that the child would not snatch his wife from him. 

 

 

Pei Yining came back to see Chu Yunjin this time and came to see Shen Qinglan by the way, "Qinglan, 

this is something I brought to you from Linshi. If you like it, I will give you more next time. Bring back a 

little." 

 

When Pei Yining came, he took several bags, and Shen Qinglan thought it was a gift to Grandpa Shen. 

They didn't expect it to be for her. 

 

"Thank you cousin." Shen Qinglan looked at Pei Yining calmly, and Pei Yining looked at her suspiciously. 

"What's wrong. Keep staring at me?" 

 

Shen Qinglan shook his head. Although Pei Yining covered up well, Shen Qinglan still saw her sorrow 

from her lack of eyebrows, but since others did not want to say, Shen Qinglan naturally would not ask. 

 

Not long after Pei Yining was staying at Shen's house, he left without even eating. The car drove to Pei's 

house. As soon as Pei Yining got out of the car, he saw Jiang Chenxi waiting there. 

 

"Uncle Jiang." Xiao Douding looked surprised, struggling to get off Pei Yining. 

 

Pei Yining placed Xiao Douding on the ground, and Xiao Douding immediately ran to Jiang Chenxi and 

hugged Jiang Chenxi's leg. "Uncle Jiang, why are you here?" 

 

Jiang Chenxi picked up Xiao Douding, "I think you will come." 



 

Xiao Douding heard the words, his eyes narrowed into a slit, and kissed Jiang Chenxi's face, "Uncle Jiang, 

I miss you too." 

 

Jiang Chenxi smiled, "Uncle and mother have something to say, will you go first?" 

 

"Okay, but Uncle Jiang, you will come to play with me later." 

 

"Must come." 

 

Xiao Douding was very happy to get off Jiang Chenxi's body and ran into the room. 

 

Only Jiang Chenxi and Pei Yining were left, and Pei Yining was a little uncomfortable. "Why are you here? 

 

Jiang Chenxi stared at her closely, "If I wouldn't come, how long would you plan to hide me?" 

 

Pei Yining licked the hair in his ears to hide his uncomfortableness, "I didn't hide from you, I was just 

busy with my work recently." 

 

Jiang Chenxi stepped in and looked at Pei Yining, "Since you are not hiding from me, then why not 

answer my phone, and I will send you a WeChat and you won't return." 

 

"Work is too busy. It's already the end of the year. I'm busy." 

 

Jiang Chenxi looked at her helplessly, "Yining, do you hate me so much?" 

 

"No, I don't hate you." Pei Yining said subconsciously. 

 

"Then why are you hiding from me, don't use your work as an excuse." 

 

Pei Yining stayed for a while and didn’t use work as an excuse, what should she say? 

 

Jiang Chenxi sighed, "Yining, if what I said last time caused trouble to you, then I'm sorry, you can forget 

those words and we will continue to be friends." 

 

On Jiang Chenxi's birthday last time, he invited Pei Yining to have dinner, and then confessed to Pei 

Yining, but Pei Yining directly rejected him, and even later did not even answer his phone, or Jiang 

Chenxi could not reach her. Don't stop at Pei's house. 

 

"Chenxi, I thank you for everything you have done for me and Haohao, but we are really inappropriate." 

 

"Yining, is it because of Haohao?" Jiang Chenxi asked. 

 

Pei Yining's silence is considered the default. 



 

"I can treat Haohao as my biological son, and am I not getting along well with Haohao now?" Jiang 

Chenxi did not think that Xiao Douding was an obstacle between him and Pei Yining. 

 

Pei Yining looked up at Jiang Chenxi with a serious expression, "Chenxi and Haohao are the reasons on 

the one hand, on the other hand, all we have is friendship." 

 

Jiang Chenxi's eyes were full of injuries, "You don't like me?" 

 

"Yes." Pei Yining gave him a definite answer. 

 

Jiang Chenxi's eyes were very dark, and he couldn't see emotions clearly. He stared closely at Pei Yining's 

face, trying to see something from her face, but after all let him down, he wiped a face, "I know." 

 

He said he was about to get on the train and leave. He said, "I told Hao Hao that I had to leave in 

advance today. I will come to see him again." 

 

Pei Yining watched Jiang Chenxi's car go away. After a long time without looking back, he sighed softly 

and turned into the house. Xiao Douding looked behind Pei Yining, and did not see Jiang Chenxi, "Mom, 

what about Uncle Jiang?" 

 

Pei Yining smiled, "Your uncle Jiang temporarily left in advance, but he said that he will come to see you 

someday." 

 

Xiao Douding was a little unhappy, but didn't cry, but just silently walked aside and sat there, still 

holding the Rubik's cube in his hands, fiddling. 

 

Pei Yining walked over to his son and sat down, touching his soft, thin hair. "Do you like Uncle Jiang?" 

 

Xiao Douding lowered her head, nodded when she heard her, "Well, Uncle Jiang is very kind to me and 

to his mother." 

 

Pei Yining lost his smile, "but Hao Hao, Uncle Jiang will have his own life in the future, he will not always 

be by our side in the future." She does not want her son to have too much dependence on Jiang Chenxi. 

 

Xiao Douding puzzledly looked at his mother, "Mom, why does Uncle Jiang have a life of his own, isn't he 

living with us?"| 

 

What a silly son. 

 

"In the future, your uncle Jiang will marry someone, and then you will have your own baby. You can't 

always turn around us." Pei Yining patiently explained that her son is a very sensitive person and a 

stubborn person. If the problem is not explained clearly, he can struggle for a long time. 

 



"Then why don't you marry Uncle Jiang, so that Uncle Jiang is my dad, and you can live with us?" 

Xiaodouding became more and more puzzled. Isn't this a good solution? 

 

"Because your mother doesn't like your uncle Jiang, you can't marry him." 

 

"Uncle Jiang is so good, why don't you like him, mom? I like him very much." 

 

Pei Yining supported the amount, she felt that she had dug a hole for herself, now how to explain to a 

three-year-old child whether he likes this problem? 

 

After thinking for a while, Pei Yining said softly, "Mom and Uncle Jiang are friends. You can't get married 

between friends, you know?" 

 

"Mom, you are not right." Xiao Douding frowned. "The stars in our class are my good friends. I will marry 

her when she grows up." 

 

Pei Yining: ... 

 

Chu Yunjin has heard the conversation between her mother and her son. She also regrets the fact that 

Pei Yining and Jiang Chenxi cannot be together. She has a good impression of Jiang Chenxi. The most 

important thing is that Xiao Douding likes him very much. Looking for Jiang Chenxi. 

 

Chu Yunjin came over and hugged Xiao Douding. "Hao Hao, this is between your mother and your uncle 

Jiang. It is their freedom to marry them. Can't we decide for them to know? Now grandma takes you Go 

for a snack." 

 

Xiao Douding didn't quite understand the words of her grandmother, but when she heard snacks, she 

temporarily left the matter behind. 

 

Pei Yining rubbed his temples, only feeling tired. 

 

The next afternoon, Pei Yining returned to Linshi, so Jiang Chenxi did not see her when she came to the 

door. 

 

"Uncle Jiang." Xiao Douding was very happy to see him. 

 

Jiang Chenxi smiled slightly, "Hao Hao is very sorry, but his uncle left yesterday first." 

 

Xiao Douding shook his head and said like an adult, "Uncle Jiang, I don't blame you, it must be because 

my mother said I don't like you, you are sad, right? The little corn in our class said that I don't like me, 

I'm still sad It's been several days." 

 

Jiang Chenxi was very funny when he heard this man's imprisonment. He squatted down and looked at 

Xiao Douding, "How do you know my mother doesn't like me?" 



 

"Because my mother said yesterday." 

 

Hearing the words, Jiang Chenxi's eyes were dim. 
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Xiao Douding's face was hesitant and asked carefully, "Uncle Jiang, will you ignore me in the future?" 

 

Jiang Chenxi looked at him, "Why ask so?" 

 

"My mother said that in the future, Uncle Jiang will marry another beautiful aunt and will have her own 

baby, so she can't play with me often, and can't visit me often." 

 

Jiang Chenxi smiled slightly, "No, Uncle Jiang will not marry others, and he will grow up with Hao Hao in 

the future." 

 

Xiao Douding heard this, his face finally became clear, and he smiled happily. 

 

** 

 

When Shen Qinglan opened her eyes in the morning, she noticed something was wrong. She felt the 

temperature in her abdomen. Her face was speechless and she gritted her teeth and said, "Fu Hengyi." 

 

Fu Hengyi's innocent face, "Wife, it's hungry, it's not my business, and I can't control it." 

 

 

Shen Qinglan felt her still sore wrist. She regretted why she was so soft last night. The one next to her is 

a group of hungry wolves. 

 

 

Fu Hengyi grabbed Shen Qinglan's hand, and Shen Qinglan looked at him immediately, "Fu Hengyi, my 

hand still hurts." 

 

 

Fu Hengyi was funny, "What does it look like, I just want to help you rub your wrists." 

 

Shen Qinglan was immediately relieved, enjoying Fu Ye's services with peace of mind. 

 

 



Today Shen Qinglan is going to the hospital for a pregnancy test, so Fu Hengyi does not intend to make 

trouble with her. 

 

Mr. Fu has already eaten and is sitting in the living room reading the newspaper. 

 

 

"Good morning, Grandpa." Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi greeted each other. 

 

Father Fu laughed, "Good morning, hurry and have breakfast." 

 

 

Aunt Zhao said, "Qinglan is going to have an examination today, preferably on an empty stomach. I have 

prepared her food for her. I can eat it when the next examination is over." 

 

Master Fu really didn't know about this, "Then go to the inspection first, and then eat, don't be hungry." 

 

 

"Grandpa, don't worry, Fu Hengyi hasn't eaten yet." Shen Qinglan said. 

 

Mr. Fu waved his hand carelessly, "He is a big man, and he doesn't worry even if he is hungry." 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at Fu Hengyi with a smile, aren't you grandpa? 

 

Fu Hengyi has long been accustomed to his grandfather's generosity, it is very calm, you are the 

grandfather's own. 

 

In order to allow Shen Qinglan to have breakfast early, Fu Hengyi took Shen Qinglan and Aunt Zhao 

without even eating, and there was an aunt at home, so he didn't have to worry about Mr. Fu's lunch. 

 

There are a lot of people in the hospital in the morning, but they have made an appointment in advance. 

After arriving at the hospital, they do not have to wait in line and directly start various adherence 

projects. 

 

"Look, this is the baby." In the ultrasound room, the doctor pointed to a small black spot on the screen 

and said to Shen Qinglan. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at the screen, his eyes soft, "Doctor, is the child well developed?" 

 

"Very good and very healthy." 

 

After hearing this, Shen Qinglan was finally relieved. 

 

"But your body is a bit thin, you have to eat more nutritious things." 



 

Shen Qinglan sat up, cleaned the liquid on his stomach, and tidied up his clothes. "Doctor, I eat a lot, but 

it doesn't grow meat." 

 

"Then eat less and eat as many meals as possible to ensure your child's nutrition. There is no other big 

problem. I will give you folic acid. You should also pay attention to more activities during the week. You 

can do yoga for pregnant women appropriately, which will help you Production also helps." 

 

The doctor said some other precautions. Shen Qinglan listened very carefully, remembering them one 

by one. After all the examinations were completed, Shen Qinglan walked out of the doctor's office and 

saw Fu Hengyi waiting outside. 

 

"How is it?" Fu Hengyi greeted him. 

 

"The doctor said the baby is very good and healthy." 

 

"That's good." 

 

"Let's go." Shen Qinglan said. 

 

Fu Hengyi stepped in, "Wait a minute, I will go to the doctor for a little thing and come out soon." Then 

he walked into the doctor's office. 

 

Aunt Zhao also held breakfast early, "Qinglan, sit down and eat early." 

 

Shen Qinglan shook her head. She was now too hungry and had no appetite at all. She was still in the 

hospital. "Aunt Zhao, wait until you get in the car to eat." 

 

"also." 

 

Fu Hengyi came out quickly, Shen Qinglan looked at her smile between her eyes and couldn't help but 

asked curiously, "What did you ask the doctor?" 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled, "I won't tell you." 

 

Shen Qinglan gave him a glance, virtue. 

 

In the afternoon, Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi went to the exhibition. Shen Qinglan first went to the 

studio to find Daniel. Fu Hengyi wandered around in the exhibition hall alone, enjoying his wife's work, 

especially staying in those few rural works. child. 

 

"Mr. Fu, I did not expect to be able to meet you here, but it was a coincidence." Catherine said in 

surprise, she was indeed surprised. She has been in Beijing for some time, but she has not been able to 

contact Fu Hengyi and gave Shen Qinglan I called and wanted to ask her out for dinner, thinking that I 



could see Fu Hengyi, but Shen Qinglan didn't agree at all. 

 

Knowing that this is Shen Qinglan’s exhibition, Fu Hengyi is very likely to come, so Catherine came from 

the first day of the exhibition and will wander around here every day, but she has never met Fu Hengyi. 

When she was disappointed, Fu Hengyi was really real Appeared, how could this not surprise her. 

 

Fu Hengyi looked faint and saw Catherine did not say hello. 

 

Catherine looked embarrassed, "Mr. Fu, don't you remember me? I'm Miss Shen's friend, Catherine." 

 

Of course Fu Hengyi remembered this woman, but he didn't have any good feelings about this woman, 

so there was nothing to say. 

 

"Hello." Fu Hengyi finally opened his mouth, let Catherine breathe lightly, and smiled slightly, "Mr. Fu 

came alone?" 

 

"No, accompanied my wife." 

 

It is said that Catherine's eyes were deep with jealousy, and her eyes fell on Fu Hengyi's face, bold and 

straightforward, "I haven't seen Mr. Fu and Miss Shen for a long time. This time I came to visit Miss 

Shen's exhibition. I don’t know if I’m lucky to wait for two to have a meal?" 

 

"No need, we have to go home to eat with the old man at home later, so that Miss Catherine will not be 

spent." Fu Hengyi directly refused. 

 

Catherine was very disappointed, just wanted to continue to persuade, Shen Qinglan and Daniel came 

together, a smile appeared on Fu Hengyi's eyes, Catherine turned back to Shen Qinglan, they did not 

see, just thought that Fu Hengyi's expression changed because of her, in her eyes Yixi, she knew that no 

man could resist her charm, was planning to move closer to some distance, but saw Fu Hengyi directly 

passed her away. 

 

Catherine froze in place and turned to see Shen Qinglan. 

 

Fu Hengyi walked to Shen Qinglan's side, helped her organize the scarf and spoke softly, "Can you go 

now?" 

 

"You can go." 

 

"Miss Shen, I haven't seen you for a long time. I finally saw you." Catherine said with a smile. 

 

Shen Qinglan only saw her now, with a faint expression, "Miss Catherine seems to like Country Z very 

much." 

 

Catherine admits generously, "Yes, I like Beijing very much, and I also like the people here." Then, he 



looked at Fu Hengyi's direction intentionally or unintentionally. 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes are slightly cold. Is this to seduce her husband in her face, when she is dead?" 

 

Just waiting for her to speak, Fu Hengyi stretched her arms around her waist and said, "I wish Miss 

Catherine a pleasant stay in Beijing, we still have things, let's go first." 

 

With that, she took Shen Qinglan away altogether, without even leaving a corner of her eye to her. 

 

Catherine gritted her teeth and Daniel smiled, waving her hand, "Miss Catherine, I wish you a pleasant 

time." 

 

Daniel smiled and was in a very happy mood. Catherine saw her teeth. 

 

She looked at the door of the empty exhibition hall. Her face was bound to be. She never had anything 

that Catherine could not get, even for men. 

 

In the car, Shen Qinglan looked at Fu Hengyi with a smile and touched his chin, "Will Mr. Fu Hengyi, how 

does it feel to be loved by beautiful women?" 

 

Fu Hengyi gave her a helpless glance, "If this beauty is not you, this taste is not very beautiful. 

 

Miss Shen said that she was very satisfied with Master Fu's answer, and nodded. "Mr. Fu, you are very 

visionary." 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled slightly, "This is nature." 

 

The husband and wife were joking, Shen Qinglan's cell phone rang, Jin Enxi called, Shen Qinglan glanced 

at Fu Hengyi who was driving, without any evasion, and directly picked up, "Enxi." 

 

"An, I have found the man named Shi Jiangtao that Lin Hao said, but the strange thing is that this man 

disappeared a few days ago. After Lin Hao entered, he could not find his trace no matter how he 

checked. I suspect he was killed." 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes narrowed, "Can you find the person behind him?" 

 

"Although there is no evidence, I suspect that Mrs. Jin is behind him." 

 

"Mrs. Jin." Shen Qinglan chewed the name in his mouth. This was not the first time he heard the name. 

The person standing behind the promise was Mrs. Jin. The person standing behind the man was also 

Mrs. Jin, Shen Qinglan. There is reason to doubt that the person who has been targeting himself is this 

Mrs. King, but why? 

 

"Ann, I can't find Mrs. Jin's identity for the time being. You still have to be more careful. This Mrs. Jin is 



more difficult to deal with than you and I imagined, and everyone who knew her on the road said it was 

a cruel person." 

 

"Well, I know, but you should also pay attention to safety. If you can't find it, don't force it. Since Mrs. 

Jin is targeting me, she will definitely come out again. We might as well wait and wait." 

 

Hanging up the phone, Fu Hengyi looked at her, his eyes deep, "What's Mrs. Jin?" 

 

Shen Qinglan reiterated what happened recently, and still had his own suspicions, but did not say that 

he was a bait to lure Lin Hao to do something. 

 

"I haven't heard Mrs. Jin's name, but according to you, this Mrs. Jin is still famous in the Tao, and no one 

should know her face." Fu Hengyi was also puzzled by this. 

 

Shen Qinglan thought the same way, but it was the case. No one on the Tao had seen the face of Mrs. 

Jin. 
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"Did this Mrs. Jin know your identity, so she always aimed at you?" Fu Hengyi guessed that if the other 

party knew Shen Qinglan's charm, then it was understandable. After all, there were many people who 

died in the hands of charm. One or two of them knew her identity and wanted to avenge her. 

 

Shen Qinglan immediately rejected this guess, "No, if she knows, she will directly disclose my identity to 

the people on the road, and I will be very troublesome." 

 

Fu Hengyi also knew that Shen Qinglan was telling the truth, "No matter what, you have to be more 

careful recently, and I will also find a way to check this Mrs. Jin." 

 

Seeing his solemn face, Shen Qinglan smiled, "Don't be so serious, don't you think I am fine now, and 

your wife and I are very powerful, it is not easy for ordinary people to hurt me, even if I am now in my 

stomach A ball can't help me." 

 

The name of the world’s number one killer is not called in vain. 

 

Fu Hengyi didn't feel relieved by Shen Qinglan's comfort. He reached out and took Shen Qinglan's hand. 

"I really want to turn you into a Thumbelina and put it in my pocket so that I can protect you all the 

time." 

 

Shen Qinglan chuckled, "Fu Hengyi, you believe that I am good or not. For you and your children, I will 

protect myself, and is there not Enxi next to me?" 

 



Fu Hengyi smiled and didn't speak, but he was thinking about going back to make sure to look up this 

Mrs. Jin, and kill all the dangers in the bud. 

 

Before going to bed that night, Fu Hengyi made a long phone call. When he walked in, the expression 

was still serious. Shen Qinglan sat on the bed and looked at him and said, "The doctor said that the fetus 

will develop quickly after three months, and it will also I started to feel that it was a good time for 

prenatal education. Fu Hengyi, you can not be a bad role model, you must laugh more, so that our 

babies will love to laugh later." 

 

She was very serious, but Fu Hengyi successfully broke the ice on her face.She leaned over and kissed 

her forehead, "Got it, my wife." 

 

Shen Qinglan picked up a book from the bedside table and stuffed it into Fu Hengyi's hand, "Bedtime 

Story." 

 

 

Fu Hengyi raised her eyebrows and looked at her, "Want to hear the story?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "This is prenatal education." She remembered the thing that the two told the 

story to Xiao Douding but did not disdain. "It is also to make you adapt to your dad's identity earlier." 

 

My wife said something. Fu Hengyi was naturally satisfied. She picked up the storybook and opened two 

pages at random. "For a long time, there were seven dwarfs in the forest. They..." A low magnetic voice 

was in Shen Qinglan's ear Slowly, Shen Qinglan watched Fu Hengyi's story with interest. 

 

 

A story that was so tender and tender was told by Fu Hengyi so aggressively. After hearing half of it, 

Shen Qinglan couldn't help but say, "Fu Hengyi, if you tell the baby this way in the future, the baby will 

be scared by you." Fairy tale They can all be told as ghost stories by Fu Hengyi, and Shen Qinglan is also 

speechless. 

 

Fu Hengyi put down the storybook, "So what do you want to hear?" 

 

Shen Qinglan thought for a moment, "Tell me your story from childhood to big, there will always be a 

few interesting things." 

 

"Don't bother me?" 

 

"Despite speaking." 

 

Fu Hengyi thought about it and picked a few pieces from it to tell Shen Qinglan, but it didn't take long 

for the person who was shouting to listen to the story to fall asleep. 



 

Fu Hengyi looked at her peaceful sleep, hugged her in her arms, and fell asleep. 

 

 

Shen Qinglan woke up hungry in the middle of the night. She opened her eyes, picked up the phone on 

the bedside table and glanced at two thirty in the morning, put the phone down, she wanted to close 

her eyes to sleep, but she couldn’t sleep anymore and turned over. But he did not expect to wake Fu 

Hengyi. 

 

"What's wrong? Is it uncomfortable?" Fu Hengyi cared. 

 

Shen Qinglan shook his head, "Sorry, I woke you up." 

 

"Is there any discomfort?" Fu Hengyi didn't care about being awakened. What he cared about was Shen 

Qinglan's body. 

 

"No, I'm hungry and want to eat." Shen Qinglan said hesitantly. 

 

Fu Hengyi heard the news, got up and sat up from the bed, picked up his clothes and draped it over his 

body, "I'll do what you want to eat." 

 

"No, just wait for you to fall asleep. Hurry up and sleep, don't worry about me." 

 

How could Fu Hengyi ignore her, "It's okay, I'm hungry too, can I eat wonton?" 

 

"Okay, I want to eat fresh shrimp." Shen Qinglan remembered, Fu Hengyi held her, "You wait, I'll do it 

for you." 

 

The pregnant woman's resistance is weak. Although the room is heated, Shen Qinglan still suffers from a 

cold. 

 

Shen Qinglan lay back, looking at the back view of Fu Hengyi leaving, the corner of his mouth lightly 

tickled, very sweet. 

 

"Who is outside?" Aunt Zhao got up in the middle of the night and went to the toilet. He heard a 

movement outside and shouted. 

 

"Aunt Zhao, it's me. I woke up in the middle of the night and I was hungry. I came down to cook some 

ravioli. It's okay, go to sleep." Fu Hengyi said a big bowl of ravioli in his hand. 

 

Aunt Zhao opened the door and said, "I want to eat ravioli just call me, why do you get up." Seeing him 

holding the bowl, he knew that Qinglan was hungry in the middle of the night. 



 

 

"You take a little vinegar, Qinglan will not be so greasy when eating." Then he went to the kitchen and 

Fu Hengyi poured a little vinegar. 

 

 

"Just eat the bowl and put it on the stove. I get up and wash it in the morning." 

 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded with a smile and counted the wonton. Shen Qinglan had already smelled the 

fragrance of wonton. 

 

"Don't get up first, set up the small table." 

 

There is a computer desk in the room, which is on the side of the bedside table. Shen Qinglan can reach 

it with his hand. Put the small table, Fu Hengyi put the wonton in front of Shen Qinglan. Shen Qinglan 

laid it down after a few bites. chopsticks. 

 

"Not tasty?" Fu Hengyi asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan shook her head, "No, I am full." In fact, she is greedy. 

 

Fu Hengyi picked up her chopsticks and said nothing, quickly ate the ravioli in the bowl, the room was 

full of the taste of ravioli, Fu Hengyi knew that Shen Qinglan didn’t like the smell in the bedroom, 

opened the window halfway, scattered Smelly. 

 

Cold wind was pouring in from the window, Shen Qinglan wrapped the quilt tightly, looking at Fu Hengyi 

who was packing things, his eyes were full of smiles, "Fu Hengyi, your son must be greedy in the future, 

and he must especially like troubled dad." 

 

Fu Hengyi quickly cleaned up the things, heard Shen Qinglan's words, and said slowly, "How are you so 

sure?" 

 

"Look, you haven't thought about eating in the middle of the night for so long in the army, but as soon 

as you came back, he started to mess with me." Shen Qinglan said that Zhen Zhen had a word. It was 

just a joke. After saying it, think about returning it. This is really the case, can't help laughing. 

 

"If he dares to be mischievous, I will definitely teach him." 

 

Fu Hengyi said, take it down and put it away, and when you come back, the smell in the room will be 

almost gone.After closing the window, Fu Hengyi lay down on the bed again, but did not fall asleep, 

playing with Shen Qinglan's hand. 

 



Shen Qinglan was lying in his arms, talking with Fu Hengyi one after another, and soon fell asleep again. 

 

Fu Hengyi looked at her fixedly and put her hands on her stomach. In fact, she felt that her waistline was 

a little bigger, and she gently touched Shen Qinglan's stomach. Fu Hengyi's eyes were deep and deep. 

 

** 

 

After getting up the next day, Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi went to the mall. Fu Hengyi said that he 

would buy something for the baby. 

 

"Fu Hengyi, look at these little shoes, so cute." In the mother and baby store, Shen Qinglan held a pair of 

slap shoes in his hand, his expression was gentle. 

 

 

Fu Hengyi looked down at her, "If you like, you can go back." 

 

Shen Qinglan put the things back, "Forget it, I don't know if it's a boy or a girl, it's too early to buy." 

 

Fu Hengyi picked up a pair of yellow again, "This color is good, whether it is a boy or a girl, you can wear 

it, even if you don't wear it, it's good to put it at home and watch it." 

 

Shen Qinglan is a little speechless, who uses this as a decoration?But she really likes these little things, 

and she just bought them, which is also useful anyway. 

 

Walking out of the maternal and child store, Shen Qinglan looked at the big and small bags in Fu 

Hengyi's hands and said softly, "Fu Hengyi, you will definitely be a good father in the future." Just now in 

the store, Fu Hengyi listened carefully to the clerk. The usage of these things, by the way, adds some 

precautions that dads need to know. 

 

Fu Hengyi looked at her tenderly, "You will also be a good mother." 

 

Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi looked at each other, and the feelings in their eyes overflowed like water. 

 

She went upstairs and bought several sets of maternity clothes for Shen Qinglan, and the two went 

home. 

 

Grandpa Fu is waiting for the two to eat, "Ching Lan girl, hurry and eat when you come back. Xiao Zhao 

specially stewed a cup of soup for you at noon, which is especially good for pregnant women. You drink 

more." 

 

Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi actually ate a bit on the road, so I came back a little late. I saw the old man 

still waiting for them to eat. I was very sorry. "Grandpa, you don’t need to wait for us to eat in the 

future." 

 



Master Fu didn't care. "It's just a moment of waiting. It doesn't take much effort. Besides, the family is 

also more lively when they eat together." 

 

After eating, the family sat on the sofa and chatted, and Fu Hengyi suddenly said, "Grandpa, I plan to 

apply for transfer back to the Beijing Military Region in March next year." 
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As soon as the words fell, Shen Qinglan and Master Fu's eyes fell on Fu Hengyi's body. 

 

Fu Hengyi looked serious, without any hint of joke, "Hengyi, did you just take it seriously?" Master Fu 

asked. 

 

"Grandpa, would I be kidding about this?" 

 

Wen Yan said that Master Fu was very happy. "It's good to come back. It is convenient to take care of 

Qinglan and the children." Moreover, there are family buildings in the Beijing Military Region, even if 

Shen Qinglan wants to follow the army. 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't speak, but only looked at Fu Hengyi for a long time. 

 

 

After returning to the room, only when she and Fu Hengyi were left, Shen Qinglan said, "Fu Hengyi, if it's 

because of me, then you don't have to do this at all. I can protect myself and take care of ours. child." 

 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled slightly, "This idea was not on the first day. I started thinking about it very early, but I 

haven't talked to you all the time." Seeing Shen Qinglan's expression did not relax at all, he touched her 

solemn eyebrow. , "Qinglan, don't have a psychological burden. This is a decision I made after many 

considerations. I don't deny that there is a factor for you, but my age is getting older. I used to live for 

myself. Live my dream, now I want to retire and stay with you and grandpa, and our children. I want to 

stay with you to grow old and grow up with our children. I don’t want our children to be like me , The 

impression of my father only stays in the photos and the mouths of loved ones." 

 

 

Shen Qinglan looked stunned and looked closely at Fu Hengyi's eyes. In addition to being gentle or 

gentle, Shen Qinglan was moved and hugged Fu Hengyi's waist. "Fu Hengyi, thank you." 

 

Fu Hengyi chuckled, "I said something stupid again, the last time I said something, thank you again, and I 

will punish you." 



 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Well, you punish, whatever punishment you want." 

 

Fu Hengyi gently patted Shen Qinglan's buttocks, "You, you just decided that I can't take you." 

 

 

Early the next morning, Fu Hengyi dug Shen Qinglan from the bed. He held Shen Qinglan in one hand 

and a small duffel bag in the other. 

 

"Fu Hengyi, where are you going to take me so early?" Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled and shoved Shen Qinglan into the car. "You will know when you arrive. It's a bit far 

from the road. You will have breakfast first." Then she handed Shen Qinglan an insulated lunch box with 

buns, eggs and porridge. 

 

Fu Hengyi's car was driving very steady. Even if Shen Qinglan was eating in the car, he could not feel any 

bumps and solved all the food. Shen Qinglan glanced at Fu Hengyi's direction, "You want to take I go to 

the town?" 

 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded, "Well, I wanted to take you to the hot spring last time, but the timing was not right. 

This time you have been three months old. I asked the doctor that it is possible to take a hot spring." 

 

Knowing the destination, Shen Qinglan was also anxious, put the seat back, leaned on it, and closed his 

eyes. 

 

Originally, I wanted to close my eyes and recuperate, but Shen Qinglan underestimated his current 

sleeping skills and soon fell asleep. Fu Hengyi stopped and took off his coat to cover Shen Qinglan. 

 

When Shen Qinglan woke up, the destination had arrived. Fu Hengyi parked the car directly at the 

entrance of Hot Spring Villa, and Shen Qinglan got off the bus. Only then did he find that the entrance of 

Hot Spring Villa had been rebuilt and looked more high-end. 

 

Shen Junyu signed a contract with the residents here to vigorously develop the tourism industry. With 

Junlan Group’s financial support and media promotion, the popularity of the hot springs here has greatly 

improved. The town is now lively and there are many private cars parked in front of the villa . 

 

However, since this is funded by Junlan Group, it is impossible for Shen Qinglan to come here without a 

room. 

 

Fu Hengyi made a phone call, and soon a man with a manager appearance appeared at the door. "Mr. 



Fu, Miss Shen, you are here. The room is ready. Let me take you over." 

 

Shen Qinglan said thank you, and Fu Hengyi followed him. 

 

"This is Mr. Shen personally calling you two reserved rooms. If you have any needs, you can call me at 

any time." The manager finished, and after confirming that they had no need for the time being, they 

left. 

 

"I didn't expect such a big change here in just two months." Both the decoration of the hot spring villa 

and the service attitude and quality of the staff have greatly improved. 

 

Fu Hengyi poured a cup of tea to Shen Qinglan, "Jun Yu has always had a hand in doing business. Waiting 

to take you to the town to see, the changes there are really big." 

 

In this way, Shen Qinglan was interested. After all, she personally contributed to this matter. Thinking of 

this, she could not wait a bit, "So let's go now." 

 

Fu Hengyi pressed her and said, "No hurry, take a break first. I have already said that on the way I just 

came, I will go to her house to eat at noon." 

 

It turned out that it was already arranged. When Shen Qinglan heard it, she was not in a hurry. She sat 

down and drank slowly. She had just slept in the car and had a good spirit. 

 

Today their luck didn't know whether it was good or bad. As soon as they went out, it snowed in the sky. 

Shen Qinglan reached out and caught a snowflake, turned his head to look at Fu Hengyi, and there was a 

smile between his eyes, "Fu Hengyi, this is us Seeing the snow scene together for the first time this 

year." 

 

Fu Hengyi thought it was true that the first snow in Beijing this year was exceptionally early. At that 

time, Fu Hengyi was still at the base and was unable to watch it with Shen Qinglan. It didn't snow in the 

past few days. Today, he encountered it. 

 

Fu Hengyi stepped forward, wrapped her hands in her palms, and said softly, "Like snow?" 

 

Shen Qinglan shook his head, "I don't like it, but I like to watch snow with you." 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled softly and put on her scarf and hat, which led her towards the town. 

 

The rice in the field in the town has been harvested, and there is a large area left. At this time, there are 

many plastic sheds on the land. She heard Shen Junyu talk about it and intends to take part of the land 

in the town. To be a farm, let the tourists here experience the fun of farming, some of them are still 

retained, and they continue to grow rice. These plastic greenhouses are probably prepared for the farm. 

 

Many new shops have been opened in the town, except for a part of the handicraft shops here, most of 



them are farmhouses.Many young faces appeared in the town. 

 

When Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi came to Sister Xu's house, Erwa had already rushed into the house to 

report to her mother, "Mom, uncle and beautiful aunt are here." 

 

Sister Xu looked at the probe and smiled, "You came on time, I just planned to ask Erwa to call you. The 

food is just right, eat while it's hot." 

 

Shen Qinglan entered the house, only to find that the first floor of Sister Xu's family had been fully 

opened. Several tables were placed in the hall, and one of the tables was filled with food. 

 

"Hurry up, now the weather is cold, so we have to eat while it's hot." Sister Xu greeted. 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at the other tables, "Sister Xu, why don't you have guests to eat?" When she first 

came over, Shen Qinglan saw that the residents along the way were all farmhouses like Sister Xu's 

house, but more or less had guests. According to Sister Xu's craftsmanship, there should be no business. 

 

Fu Hengyi glanced at her, and Shen Qinglan instantly understood that there was a trace of annoyance in 

her eyes. Everyone said that they were stupid for three years. This is true. She just became pregnant and 

she became stupid. 

 

Elder Sister Xu should have cleared the place for them. 

 

Sitting down at the dining table, Shen Qinglan greeted Sister Xu and Erwa to eat together. 

 

Shen Qinglan had lived here for a few days before and was familiar with both of them. Sister Xu was not 

polite. 

 

"Sister Xu, why didn't you see Brother Xu." Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

Sister Xu laughed, "He went to the city to buy vegetables. The weather is getting colder. Now we are 

going to prepare more Chinese cabbage, potatoes or something. Even if the snow is closed in the future, 

we will have vegetables to eat." 

 

"You haven't come for a while, do you feel that the town has changed a lot?" 

 

Fu Hengyi's thin lips lightly ticked, "Yeah, I can't recognize it." The outside of the town seems to be not 

much different from the previous one, and it still maintains the authenticity of the building, but inside it 

is a new look. 

 

"Not only that, but now many young people in the town who have gone out to work have returned to 

help their families engage in farms and farmhouses. Although they are still in their infancy, every family 

has earned some money. Willing to go out to work part-time." 

 



Sister Xu said that these times are a look of joy. 

 

Shen Qinglan was very happy when she heard these changes in the town. "Sister Xu's life at home is too 

good?" 

 

"That's no, thanks to President Shen. If it weren't for him, where would we have a good day now? 

President Shen said that after the renovation here is completed, it will definitely become a famous 

tourist town." 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't doubt it at all. When she saw this building with southern characteristics, she 

suspected that if the people here can make good use of the resources left by the ancestors, then it will 

definitely attract a large number of tourists. Now But it was Shen Junyu who saw her vision come true." 

 

Sister Xu did not know that Shen Qinglan was Shen Junyu's sister, and praised Shen Junyu in front of 

Shen Qinglan. 

 

"By the elder sister, are you here to take a hot spring?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Yes, I didn't expect such a big change here. When I first saw it, I thought I was 

visiting a new place." 

 

After hearing this, Sister Xu covered her mouth and smiled, "Now there are more people who come here 

to take hot spring baths than before, and it is also due to Mr. Shen’s advertisement. I can often see 

advertisements that promote our town on TV. The girl above can Beautiful." 

 

Shen Qinglan knew who the girl in the mouth of Big Sister Xu was. When Xiao Xiaoxuan shot the 

propaganda film in the town, Yu Xiaoxuan told her that she even saw the sample. 

 

"The girl also came to my house for dinner when she came. Don't look at the little girl looking at the 

skinny. I didn't expect to have a good appetite. I can eat two bowls of rice in one meal." 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes were full of smiles. If Yu Xiaoxuan heard this, she would definitely cry. 

 


